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Abstract— In practice, images are distorted by more than one
distortion. For image quality assessment (IQA), existing machine
learning (ML)-based methods generally establish a unified model
for all the distortion types, or each model is trained independently
for each distortion type, which is therefore distortion aware.
In distortion-aware methods, the common features among dif-
ferent distortions are not exploited. In addition, there are fewer
training samples for each model training task, which may
result in overfitting. To address these problems, we propose
a multi-task learning framework to train multiple IQA mod-
els together, where each model is for each distortion type;
however, all the training samples are associated with each
model training task. Thus, the common features among different
distortion types and the said underlying relatedness among
all the learning tasks are exploited, which would benefit the
generalization ability of trained models and prevent overfitting
possibly. In addition, pairwise image quality ranking instead
of image quality rating is optimized in our learning task,
which is fundamentally departed from traditional ML-based IQA
methods toward better performance. The experimental results
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confirm that the proposed multi-task rank-learning-based IQA
metric is prominent against all state-of-the-art nonreference IQA
approaches.

Index Terms— Image quality assessment (IQA), machine
learning (ML), mean opinion score (MOS), pairwise comparison,
rank learning.

I. INTRODUCTION

THREE categories of nonreference (NR) IQA approaches
were presented in the literature in terms of methodology.

The first category takes the behavior of specific distortions into
consideration. Sheikh et al. [1] employed a wavelet statistical
model to capture the distortion introduced by JPEG 2000.
Liang et al. [2] combined the sharpness, blurring, and ring-
ing measurements together to evaluate the visual quality
of the JPEG 2000 coded image. Brandão and Queluz [3]
proposed an NR image quality assessment (NR-IQA)
approach based on the discrete cosine transform (DCT)
domain statistics to evaluate the quality of JPEG coded image.
The second category uses quality-aware clustering. They group
the image patches of training set into the given number of
classes based on local image features, such as histogram of
oriented gradients, difference of Gaussian, and Gabor filter.
Each cluster center has a quality score that is derived from the
qualities of image patches falling into this cluster. Associating
cluster centers with their qualities, the researchers established
a codebook. Patches of a test image look up codebook to
search the most similar codewords and retrieve the associated
quality values. In [4], a visual codebook associated Gabor-
filter-based local appearance descriptors with the mean opinion
score (MOS). Xue et al. [5] used FSIM [6] instead of MOS as
image patch quality to establish codebook. The third category
is to utilize the machine learning (ML) tool to map image
features onto image qualities. Moorthy and Bovik [8] proposed
to use support vector machine (SVM) and support vector
regression (SVR) [9], [10] to learn a classifier and an ensem-
ble of regressors for distortion-aware image quality assess-
ment (IQA). It deploys summary statistics called natural scene
statistics (NSS), which is derived from wavelet decomposition
of an image. Tang et al. [7] proposed an approach similar
to [8] but with more elaborate features, including distortion
texture statistics, blur/noise statistics, and histogram of each
sub-band of image decomposition. Ye et al. [11] used unsuper-
vised learning to learn a dictionary over raw image patches
for IQA. In addition, SVR was also used to train the IQA
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model for image quality prediction. Xue et al. [12] proposed
to use the joint statistics of gradient magnitude (GM) and
Laplacian of Gaussian (LOG) as an image feature, and SVR
was also employed to learn the model for image quality predic-
tion. In [13], the multiple kernel learning (MKL) was inves-
tigated for distortion-specific IQA. Most recently, the deep
neural network was successfully applied to IQA [14]–[16].
In [17], image quality preference in pairs was explored to lead
to a rank learning optimization problem, and SVR with mul-
tiple kernels were adopted to solve this optimization problem.
In [18], image quality ranking rather than rating was inves-
tigated for evaluating image-enhanced algorithms. Relative to
conventional image quality rating models, image quality ranks
employ rank learning tools [19], [20] for solving optimization.

The ML-based models can be arranged into two categories:
distortion-aware and distortion-unaware. The former usually
concerns distortion type identification and quality prediction
to form a two-step scheme. It is associated with at least one
of the problems as follows: 1) allocating training samples into
several clusters, there would be fewer training samples for
each training cluster, and this possibly results in overfitting and
weak generalization capability of the trained model and 2) the
common features shared by different distortion types are not
exploited efficiently. Therefore, a combination of emphasize
individuality and exploit commonness would create better
performance. Toward this end, we propose multi-task rank-
learning-based IQA (MRLIQ). In this approach, we construct
multiple IQA models, each of which is responsible for one
distortion type in order that each model can accurately describe
the specific characteristics of each distortion type. Different
from the single-task learning approach, the tasks for training
these IQA models are combined to form a unified learning
task; therefore, these models are trained together. Thus, the
relatedness and information sharing across multiple training
tasks are effectively exploited to improve the generalization
ability of trained models. In addition, departing from the con-
ventional ML-based IQAs, the proposed approach optimizes
pairwise image quality rank instead of numerical image quality
rating, as stated in [21].

The rest of this paper is arranged as follows. Section II
describes the proposed MRLIQ in detail. Section III presents
the experimental results. Section IV concludes this paper.

II. MULTI-TASK RANK LEARNING FOR

IMAGE QUALITY ASSESSMENT

As with single-task learning, each task is trained indepen-
dently of the others. Only a subset of the whole training
set related to that task (e.g., the distortion type) is used
for training, which ignores the intrinsic relatedness among
different tasks. For example, one can train multiple IQA
models for multiple distortion types, each of which is respon-
sible for one distortion type. Two problems are with such
processing. One is that only a small number of training
samples are available for each task, which possibly results in
overfitting and harms the generalization ability of the trained
model. The other is that the common features among different
distorted images are not exploited. Multi-task learning is

different from single-task learning in that the multiple tasks
are trained together instead of independently, enabling all of
the samples in the training set to be used for training each
task, while each sample has a set of weights accounting for
the importance of the sample to each task. Therefore, the
multi-task scheme can exploit underlying intrinsic relatedness
among multiple tasks and capture shared/common information
of training data. It has attracted extensive attentions in many
domains, such as information retrieval [23], [24] and visual
saliency modeling [25], [26]. To the best of our knowledge,
the multi-task learning has not been applied or discussed in
IQA yet.

A. Single-Task Rank Learning

In [21], a single-task rank learning algorithm [19], [20]
was proposed, where only one task and therefore one ranking
model were learned. Given a subjective image database, we
represent the image features {xu ∈ RL} and the corresponding
MOSs {yu ∈ R}, u = 1, 2, . . . , M . Thus, the goal of a rank-
learning-based IQA can be described as identifying the ranks
of {xu} with respect to {yu}. Toward this end, we infer a
ranking function ϕ : x → R trained on the basis of {xu , yu}
to assign rank order to each xu . That is, ϕ(xu) > ϕ(xv)
indicates that xu ranks higher than xv with respect to image
quality. In [21], only one task and, therefore, a distortion-
unaware ranking model ϕ were trained on all the distorted
images as

min
ω

⎧
⎨

⎩

M∑

u�=v

[ yu < yv]I [ϕ(xu) ≥ ϕ(xv)]I

⎫
⎬

⎭
(1)

for all types of distortions (e.g., five distortions for the LIVE
image database), where ϕ is usually assumed to be a linear
function, i.e., ϕ(x) = ωT · x for simplicity, and x and ω
denote the extracted features and the parameter of the ranking
function, respectively.

B. Multi-task Rank Learning

For distortion-specific purposes, we can directly apply the
proposed single-task learning [21] to learn a specific model
for each distortion. Such a model is specific to the distortion
type and therefore has better prediction accuracy of qual-
ity assessment for that particular distortion type. However,
single-task learning ignores the relatedness or commonness
among different distortions and therefore results in efficiency
loss.

We assume to group training samples into K clusters {Sj },
j = 1, 2, . . . , K , with respect to their distortion types. An
independent learning task is assigned to each cluster for train-
ing a specific model for each cluster. Meanwhile, these tasks
are integrated into a unified learning framework by sharing
the relatedness or commonness across different clusters. This
is therefore named multi-task learning [22]. Let x j

u (u =
1, 2, . . . , m j , j = 1, 2, . . . , K ,

∑K
j=1 m j = M) be the uth

image in the j th cluster, and y j
u be the corresponding label

(MOS or DMOS in IQA). The j th model ϕ j is trained on the
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Fig. 1. Proposed multi-task rank learning framework.

cluster Sj consisting of m j distorted images and associated
labels {(x j

u , y j
u )} as

min
ω j

⎧
⎨

⎩

m j∑

u�=v

[
y j

u < y j
v
]

I

[
ϕ j

(
x j

u
) ≥ ϕ j

(
x j

v
)]

I

⎫
⎬

⎭
(2)

where ϕ j (x) = ωT
j ·x . Compared with (1), m j training samples

only concerning the j th task are used for training ϕ j in (2).
Applying (2) to K clusters, there would be K models, each of
which is specific to one distortion type. Although the model is
specific to distortion type, there are two problems as mentioned
earlier in the beginning of this section. Therefore, we refer to
a multi-task learning scheme to jointly train multiple models
to avoid these two problems in this paper.

Comparing with the single-task case, multi-task learning
means that: 1) all the models {ϕ j , j = 1, 2, . . . , K } concerned
are trained jointly instead of independently [see (1) and (2)]
and 2) all the training samples in a training set participate
in each model training task. Obviously, a sample distorted by
a certain distortion type should contribute more than others
to the model specific to that distortion type. To explore the
contributions of a given sample to all the models, we define a
matrix of distortion cluster labels α = {αu j }. Initially, we set
αu j ∈ {0, 1}, where αu j = 1 indicates that a sample x belongs
to the cluster Sj . After applying a weight αu j to a sample, this
sample could be used in all the training tasks. In practice, it is
impractical and unnecessary to establish a different model for
each distortion type since there are more than 30 commonly
used distortions, and some of them are similar in characteristic.
We usually cluster similar distortions into the same cluster
in order that each cluster has sufficient samples for training
models. According to distortion characteristic, the general
distortions can be grouped into four to six classes, such as
JP2K compression, JPEG compression, white noise, blurring,
transmission error, color saturation, and so on. In addition, the
clustering methods, such as K -means and C-means [27], [28],
can be employed for image distortion clustering.

Fig. 1 describes the framework of multi-task learning.
{π(x j

u )}m j

u=1 represents the rank list of {x j
u }m j

u=1 of the

j th cluster using the corresponding ϕ j . {π(y j
u )}m j

u=1 is the
rank list of MOSs by comparing their numerical values, which
is the ground truth in the proposed learning algorithm. From
Fig. 1, the images are grouped into K clusters. The models
{ϕ j } are trained together instead of independently as in (2).

As illustrated by the red rectangle in Fig. 1, all the samples are
involved in a unified training task and the multi-task training
outputs K models.

For the convenience of statement, we first formulate the
whole optimization function and then detail each element. Let
W be a N × K matrix with the j th column equal to ω j , the
bold α be a M × K matrix with the uth row equal to {αu j }K

j=1,
which is a K-D vector. Each of the entries of this vector
represents the weight of the uth sample as to the j th learning
task. Therefore, the objective for jointly training multiple IQA
models in a unified framework can be formulated as

min
W,α

L(W,α) + �(W,α)

s.t.
K∑

j=1

αuj = 1; 1 ≤ u ≤ M

αuj ∈ [0, 1]; 1 ≤ j ≤ K (3)

where L(W,α) is the empirical loss and �(W,α) is the
penalty term.

1) Empirical Loss: The empirical loss accounts for the
falsely ranked image pairs with regard to their MOS ranks as

L(W,α) =
M∑

v=1

K∑

j=1

αvj

M∑

u�=v

[ yu < yv]I
[
ωT

j xu ≥ ωT
j xv

]

I (4)

where [ p]I = 1 if p holds; otherwise, [p]I = 0. In (4), each
pair of images (xu and xv, u �= v) in the whole training set (M
samples) is compared. Their MOSs are given by yu and yv,
respectively. The ranks of yu and yv give the ground truth of
the comparison of xu and xv. If the ranks of ωT

j xu and ωT
j xv

conflict with the ground truth, the empirical loss L(W, α)
would increase. From (3),

∑
j αv j = 1 for image v, so αv j

can be regarded as the probability of image v as to the j th
task. In (4), αv j is initialized to 1 or 0, indicating that xv

is in the j th cluster or not. For example, for an image xv,
αv j = {0, 1, . . . , 0} (αv2 = 1) implies that this image is in the
second cluster. In the training process as described later, α will
be updated for each iteration, and thus α becomes a weight
vector. Each element of it represents the weight/probability of
an image as to each learning task. By this way, each image
actually participates in all learning tasks for training multiple
IQA models. With regard to image clustering, the method
in [26] is still applicable to our work. Besides, the clustering
with regard to distortion can be referred to the prior knowledge
about distortion characteristics.

2) Distortion Clustering: For image clustering with respect
to distortion characteristics in this case, a penalty term is
defined as

�1 = 1

M

M∑

v=1

M∑

u�=v

K∑

j=1

(αuj − αvj)
2 cos〈xu, xv〉 (5)

where cos〈〉 denotes the similarity of the uth and the
vth image (u, v = 1, 2, . . . , M), which is computed as
the cosine distance between two feature vectors xu and xv.
If xu and xv belong to the same cluster and they are correctly
clustered, there is no penalty increase since αu j − αv j = 0
for any j . Otherwise, if two images in the same cluster were
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mistakenly clustered into two different clusters, the penalty
would increase. Thus, α is responsible for image clustering
and named image clustering parameter.

3) Model Correlation: To address the problem of lacking
the generalization ability with training these clusters, respec-
tively, an appropriate sharing of information across training
tasks can avoid overfitting and improve the performance of
each model. Then the penalty term can be defined as

�2 = 1

K

K∑

i �=j

M∑

u�=v

[yu < yv]I

×[
ωT

i xu ≥ ωT
i xv

]

I

[
ωT

j xu ≥ ωT
j xv

]

I . (6)

The influence of this penalty is twofold. First, a sample
[image pair (xu , xv)] mistakenly predicted by most mod-
els will be emphasized in training the model ϕi since the
term

∑
j �=i [yu < yv]I × [ωT

j xu ≥ ωT
j xv]I increases with the

number of samples that are wrongly predicted by most
of the models {ϕi}, j �= i . This ensures the diversity
of training samples for ϕi , leading to improved general-
ization ability. Second, a sample successfully predicted by
most models will be ignored in training ϕi since the term∑

j �=i [yu < yv]I × [ωT
j xu ≥ ωT

j xv]I is small if the samples are
successfully predicted by most of the models. This guarantees
the diversity of different models. With this penalty term, each
task is actually related to all the training samples, as stated
in [26], leading to improved performance.

4) Model Complexity: To avoid optimizing complex
models, the penalty term can be defined as

�3 =
K∑

j=1

ωT
j ω j (7)

which amounts to imposing sparse constraints on trained
models.

With these penalty terms, the overall penalty can be written
as the weighted linear combination of them

�(W, α) = l1�1 + l2�2 + l3�3 (8)

where l1, l2, and l3 are three nonnegative weights to combine
these penalty terms. These three weights are set to (0.60, 0.25,
and 0.15, respectively) empirically in this work.

C. Feature Extraction

In learning-based methods, an image is first represented
by image features as input of the training process. For testing
the proposed MRLIQ, NSS [8] and GM + LOG M3 [12]
are employed as image features. We denote MRLIQ with the
NSS by MRLIQ-I and MRLIQ with the GM + LOG M3 by
MRLIQ-II. NSS measures the unnaturalness of distorted
images with respect to natural ones [8]. GM + LOG
M3 [12] gathers the statistics of two types of local contrast
features: the GM map and the LOG response to form image
features.

D. Training Process

By plugging (4)–(6) back to (3), we encounter a nonconvex
optimization problem due to the function [ p]I . As in [21], the
Boolean terms related to the variable ω are replaced by their
upper bounds to facilitate the optimization as

[
ωT

j xu ≥ ωT
j xv

]

I ≤ e
(ωT

j xu−ωT
j xv) ∧= η

j
uv (9)

where the exponential upper bound is used since it is convex
and can facilitate the optimization. After the terms containing
the variable ω in (4) and (6) are replaced by those in (9),
the optimization function (3) would turn out to be convex.
In addition, two variables W and α are correlated in (3). Thus,
the expectation–maximization (EM) algorithm is employed to
optimize W and α alternately.

First, the training images are clustered into several clus-
ters, usually 4–6 clusters. The clustering methods, such as
K -means, can be referred. In this paper, each image clustering
is simply defined over each distortion type. Second, the image
clustering parameter α is initialized for each image. After that,
W is initialized by minimizing (4) without penalty consider-
ation. After initialization, W and α are optimized iteratively
using the EM algorithm. The detail algorithm steps can be
referred to in [26]. For the integration of the statement of this
paper, we outline the algorithm as the following two steps.

Step 1: For v = 1, . . . , M , update αv = [αv1, . . . , αvK ] by
solving the function that contains only the terms related to αv

min
αv

K∑

j=1

αvj

M∑

u�=v

[yu < yv]I η
j
uv

+ 2l1

M

M∑

u�=v

K∑

j=1

(αuj − αvj)
2 cos〈xu, xv〉

s.t.
K∑

k=1

αvk = 1; αvk ∈ [0, 1] ∀k (10)

which is a quadratic formula about α and can be solved by
quadratic programming. In (10), the first term optimizes the
predicted image ranks in order that they are in accord with
the ground truth. The second term tries to make sure that the
similar images (high correlation between their feature vectors
xu and xv) should be categorized into the same cluster.

Step 2: To optimize W , the optimization objective concern-
ing only the variable W is

min
W

M∑

v=1

K∑

j=1

αvj

M∑

u �=v

[yu <yv]I η
j
uv

+ l2

K

M∑

v=1

M∑

u�=v

[yu <yv]I

K∑

i �=j

ηi
uvη

j
uv+ l3

K∑

j=1

ωT
j ωj (11)

which is convex and differentiable. Therefore, the gradient
decedent method can be employed to solve (11). From (11), we
can see that each model is actually optimized on the whole
training set by using the parameter α, which weights each
image to each task.

Given a new image, a soft SVM classifier [8] is first
employed to compute the probability/weight of the image as to
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each distortion type. Second, we compute the image qualities
of the image using the multiple models {ϕ j , j = 1, 2, . . . , K }.
Then, these qualities are weighted by the probabilities/weights
to give the final quality of the image.

E. Converting Image Quality Rank to
Physical Quantity of Image Quality

In pairwise rank learning framework, the optimization
objective function (3) is established on pairwise compari-
son (PC) of image quality instead of numerical image quality
rating. Thus, only image quality ranks can be given to the test
images by the trained models. To give a physical quantity of
image quality to an image, image quality ranks need to be
further converted into image quality scores. In [17], a term
gain was defined as the number of times of that an image
is preferable against the others. The gain of an image is
proportional to its perceived quality because the preference
(better or worse image quality) essentially reflects the relative
quality (ranking instead of numerical value) of this image
relative to others. In addition, a linear mapping between the
gain and the quality score was assumed and fitted by training
data. Thus, after getting the ranks of images, their quality
scores can be deduced by the two steps mentioned above.
However, [17] needs to compute the differences between
the test image and the training images. Thus, at least, the
features of training images are needed, which is impractical
in real applications. In [18], only the competition of image
enhancement algorithms was concerned without the need of
conversion from image quality rank to physical quantity of
the image quality. The proposed MRLIQ can output a rank
list of all the images instead of only binary preference of each
of the two images as in [17] and [18]. Therefore, a mapping
function between the rank list and image quality scores can
be deduced from MRLIQ directly as follows. In the training
stage of MRLIQ, a nonlinear fitting function is deduced from
mapping the predicted rank list onto MOS rank list. In the test
stage, the nonlinear fitting function can tell quality score of
each test image without the need of any information from the
training set.

The i th image is compared with other images in the training
set. We count the times of failures of model prediction, i.e.,
predicted image ranks violate ground truth, and compute the
accumulative image quality difference (AIQD) as

g(i) =
∑n

i �= j [ωT xi − ωT x j ]+
∑n

i �= j [ωT xi > ωT x j ]I
. (12)

Since [ωT xi − ωT x j ]+ indicates the quality of the i th image
relative to the j th image, (12) can represent the relative quality
of the i th image against others. We draw the relationship
between g(i) and MOSs in Fig. 2. A nice fitting curve can be
observed from Fig. 2. In addition, the shape of this mapping
function is well fitted by an exponential function

q(i) = β1 + β2 × eβ3×g(i). (13)

The parameters can be easily deduced from nonlinear
least squares regression (implemented by nlinfit function
in MATLAB). One can derive image quality score for

Fig. 2. Mapping between relative quality AIQD (g(i)) and MOSs: AIQD
computed from (12) represents relative quality, the vertical axis represents
image quality given by MOSs, and the red curve represents the fitting function
(in this case, β1 = −0.1, β2 = 1.0, and β3 = 2.25) using nonlinear least
squares regression.

TABLE I

DESCRIPTIONS OF THE SUBJECTIVE DATABASES

the given image quality rank from (13). The advantage
of (13) lies in that accumulative summation reduces the
interference of noise, so a good fitting curve is deduced
as shown in Fig. 2. Observing (4)–(7), MRLIQ is based
on accumulative summation, so AIQD is reasonable and
fits for representing relative image quality. The experiments
performed in Section IV prove its good performance.

III. EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

A. Databases and Evaluation Protocols

The performance of an IQA metric is evaluated by mea-
suring the correlation between the model-predicted scores and
the subjective scores provided by the subjective databases. The
subjective databases: LIVE [29], CSIQ [30], TID2013 [32],
and LIVE multiple distortion (LIVEMD) [33] are used in our
experiments. Brief introductions of these databases are given
in Table I and the distortion types are listed in Table II for
simplicity of the following statement.

Considering the nonlinearity of the subjective scores intro-
duced during the subjective tests, it is customary to perform
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TABLE II

DISTORTION TYPES AND THEIR INDEXES OF TID2013

a nonlinear mapping [34] on the objective scores before
the correlation measurement. After the nonlinear mapping,
Pearson’s linear correlation coefficient (PLCC) is computed
between the objective scores {xi } and the subject scores {yi}
(i = 1, . . . , n) as

PLCC =
∑n

i=1(xi − x̄)(yi − ȳ)
√∑n

i=1(xi − x̄)2
√∑n

i=1(yi − ȳ)2
(14)

where x̄ and ȳ represent the mean values of {xi } and {yi },
respectively. It is a measure of the linear correlation between
two variable sets. It can indicate the prediction accuracy of an
IQA model for predicting the subjective scores. For measuring
the prediction monotonicity, i.e., the degree of predictions
agrees with the relative magnitudes of MOSs, Spearman’s rank
order correlation coefficient (SROCC) is defined as the PLCC
between the ranked variables. Assuming that n raw scores
{xi } and {yi} are converted to ranks {Xi } and {Yi }, the
SROCC is defined as

SROCC = 1 − 6
∑n

i=1 (Xi − Yi )
2

n(n2 − 1)
(15)

where (Xi − Yi ) is the difference between the i th image’s
ranks in the subjective and objective evaluations. Larger PLCC
and SROCC values indicate better correlations between the
predicted scores and the subjective scores and therefore better
performances.

B. Performance on Individual Databases
In this section, the training and testing are performed on the

same database. The images in the whole database are divided
into training set and testing set. A training set consists of 80%
of the reference images and their associated distorted versions,
and a testing set consists of the remaining 20% of the refer-
ence images and their associated distorted versions. In order
to ensure that MRLIQ is robust across content and is not
biased by the specific train–test split, a random split of 80%
training and 20% test is repeated 1000 times on LIVE, CSIQ,
and TID2013 databases, respectively. The median SROCCs
across these 1000 times training processes are tabulated in
Tables III–V for each distortion type. We adopt two kinds
of image features: NSS and GM + LOG M3 in MRLIQ to
form MRLIQ-I and MRLIQ-II. We also compared MRLIQ
with the state-of-the-art approaches, including four full
reference IQA (FR-IQA) metrics: PSNR, SSIM, MSSIM,
FSIM, and ESSIM and ten NR-IQA metrics: DIIVINE [8],
CORNIA [11], GM + LOG (M3) [12], NSS-TS [13],
DLIQA [14], CNN [15], SDIQA [16], BIQA [17],
BLIINDS-II [34], and BRISQUE [35].

The SROCC statistics are reported in Tables III–V. As can
be seen from Tables III–V, MRLIQ outperforms most of the
NR IQAs. Remarkably, MRLIQ-I is better than DIIVINE on
most of the distortion types. Since these two algorithms use the
same image features, it can be concluded that the achievement
of MRLIQ-I just comes from its learning process. In MRLIQ,
although each model is trained on a specific distortion type,
all the training samples are associated with each model [refer
to (3)–(5)]. Thus, the common features shared by different
distortions are exploited, and overfitting problem may be
prevented. DIIVINE takes a single-task learning framework.
It trains models separately for each distortion type. Each
model uses only a subset of training samples with the
identical distortion type. Relative to DIIVINE, MRLIQ-I
benefits from the proposed multi-task learning framework,
and thus has a better prediction ability than DIIVINE. We also
employ GM + LOG M3 image features in MRLIQ-II. The
statistics indicate that MRLIQ also performs well on these
image features. It can be observed that MRLIQ-II performs
better than GM + LOG M3 on JPEG, JP2K, Gblur, FF, and
all distortions on the LIVE database, and it is also better
than GM + LOG M3 on JPEG and WN distortions on the
CSIQ database. From Table III, it can be observed that deep
neural network [14]–[16] can boost the performances of the
NR-IQAs, especially for the CNN model [15]. From Table V,
MRLIQ (I and II) ranks within the top two on most of the
distortions of TID2013. MRLIQ-I is better than DIIVINE on
most of the distortions: #1–#4, #7–#13, #20–#22, and #24.
MRLIQ-II is better than GM+LOG M3 on distortions #2–#4,
#6, #8, #12, #13, and #23.

For ML-based NR metrics, the success of them depends
on the effective image features and the ML training process.
From Tables III and IV, all the NR metrics work well on the
considered distortions, which indicates that the image features
used are effective on these distortions. However, for TID2013
in Table V, these NR metrics completely fail on distortions
#14–#18, which is because the involved image features cannot
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TABLE III

PERFORMANCE COMPARISONS (SROCC) AMONG MRLIQ AND THE BENCHMARKS ON THE LIVE DATABASE

TABLE IV

PERFORMANCE COMPARISONS (SROCC) AMONG MRLIQ AND THE BENCHMARKS ON THE CSIQ DATABASE

TABLE V

PERFORMANCE COMPARISONS (SROCC) AMONG MRLIQ AND THE BENCHMARKS ON THE TID2013 DATABASE

represent these distortions. Most of the existing image fea-
tures were designed for measuring the degradation of image
quality by noise, compression, and transmission error. For
distortion #18 in Table V, even the full reference (FR) metrics
fail since it concerns only the changes of color components.
In Table V, the bad statistical results are italicized, and the
reader can ignore them. NaN represents the bad results leading
to overflow. The statistical results of CORNIA and BIQA are
referred to in [11] and [17], where no statistics are provided
for distortions 12–18 and 20.

In multi-task learning, each image contributes to all tasks
with a certain weight described by the parameter α in (3),
where α is responsible for clustering images with respective
to their distortion types. For analyzing α, the LIVE image
database is used. It has five distortion types with a distinct
distortion characteristic, so five image clusters are considered,
each of which consists of images of the same distortion
type. Thus, α is a 5D vector (α1, α2, α3, α4, and α5),
and αj represents the weight/probability of an image as to the
j th task. Fig. 3 shows the average α for images of each cluster.
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Fig. 3. Average α for images of different clusters [in this experiment, five
image clusters: C1, C2, C3, C4, and C5 are given by the distortion of JP2K,
JPEG, WN, Gblur, and FF, respectively. Therefore, five bar sets are drawn in
the figure. For each image, α is a 5D vector (α1, α2, α3, α4, and α5) and
the j th element of α represents the weight/probability of this image as to the
j th task. For each cluster (C j, j = 1, 2, . . . , 5), the average α for images of
that cluster is drawn in a bar set and the height of each bar represents the
weight/probability of images of that cluster as to each task].

TABLE VI

PERFORMANCE COMPARISONS (SROCC): TRAINED ON THE
LIVE DATABASE AND TESTED ON THE CSIQ DATABASE

In addition, the statistics of α is also averaged over the
1000 times of training processes mentioned above. There
are five clusters labeled C1, C2, C3, C4, and C5 in Fig. 3.
For each cluster, the bar α j ( j = 1, 2, . . . , 5) represent the
weight/probability of images of that cluster as to the j th task.
From Fig. 3, the j th element of α is biggest for the j th training
task, which indicates that the images of cluster j contribute
most to the j th task. This phenomenon coincides with the
functionality of the parameter α in (3). By this clustering
parameter α, each image is related to all tasks with certain
weights on the one hand. On the other hand, the common
features among different distortions are explored for jointly
training all IQA models in the proposed multi-task learning
scheme.

C. Performance Across Databases

To verify that MRLIQ is independent of database, it is
trained on the whole LIVE database and tested on the
CSIQ and TID2013 databases. The SROCC statistics are
reported in Tables VI and VII. For CSIQ database, JPEG,
JP2k, WN, and Gblur are four common distortions in both
LIVE and CSIQ, and the additive Gaussian pink noise (PN)
and global contrast decrements (GCD) distortion types are
outside of the LIVE database. Thus, the image quality pre-

diction fails on these two distortions. AllSub represents the
statistics across JPEG, JP2k, WN, and Gblur without PN and
GCD. The competitions are performed among several closely
related ML-based NR-IQA metrics. The bold fonts highlight
the best metrics. It can be observed that MRLIQ (I and II)
ranks within the top two on all the distortion types. MRLIQ-II
performs best on JP2K and Gblur among all the competitors.
MRLIQ-I is better than DIIVINE on WN, JPEG, JP2K, Gblur,
and PN. MRLIQ-II is better than GM + LOG M3 on JP2K,
Gblur, PN, and GCD and a little inferior to the latter on
WN and JPEG. All in all, MRLIQ is competitive among
all compared metrics. TID2013 has 24 distortion types, and
the SROCC statistics on each distortion type are reported
in Table VII for MRLIQ and the benchmarks. Since distortions
#12–#18 and #20 are excluded from the training set, all of the
NR-IQA models fail on these distortions. In addition, it also
implies that these distortion types are much different from the
distortions in the training set. Thus, the correlation coefficients
of SROCC are very bad on these distortions. For the distortion,
which is although excluded from the training set, but with
the similar property as the one in the training set, the trained
models still work well. For example, for #19: multiplicative
Gaussian noise, we can still obtain good results, i.e., high
SROCC by the considered models.

D. Performance on Hybrid Distortions

In practice, the images are usually distorted by more than
one distortion. We test the MRLIQ and several NR-IQA
metrics on the LIVEMD database [33]. It contains two hybrid
distortions (please refer to Table I). The same train–test split
as Section III-B is employed and the performance comparisons
are tabulated in Table VIII.

Since LIVEMD is a new database, there is no compre-
hensive performance report on it. We implement DIIVINE,
BLIINDS-II, BRISQUE, and GM + LOG M3 and report the
SROCC statistics of them on LIVEMD in Table VIII. We use
the absolute same SVR for training models in these algorithms.
The standard LIBSVM package [36] is employed to implement
the SVR. In addition, the genetic algorithm is used to get
optimized parameters. The MATLAB code can be accessed
via our homepage [37]. Since these algorithms use the same
SVR training process, the only difference of them lies in the
different image features. DIIVINE uses the statistics Wavelet
pyramid decomposition on a whole image, BLIINDS-II uses
an NSS model of blocked DCT coefficients, BRISQUE uses
an NSS in the spatial domain, and GM + LOG M3 uses the
statistical distributions of GM and LOG coefficients.

From Table VIII, the proposed model performs best among
all the competitors. Among these five IQA models, DIIVINE
and MRLIQ-I, GM + LOG M3, and MRLIQ-II use the same
image features, respectively, so it can be concluded that
the achievement is due to the proposed multi-task learning
method.

E. Performance of Distortion Classification

To predict the image quality of an image with an unknown
distortion type, a classifier is first employed to identify its
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TABLE VII

PERFORMANCE COMPARISONS (SROCC): TRAINED ON THE LIVE DATABASE AND TESTED ON THE TID2013 DATABASE

TABLE VIII

PERFORMANCE COMPARISONS (SROCC) ON THE LIVEMD DATABASE

Fig. 4. Probability of each distortion is mistakenly judged to other distortions
(1, 2, 3, 4, and 5 represent the distortion type of JP2K, JPEG, WN, Gblur,
and FF, respectively).

distortion type. Referring to [8], an SVM classifier with five
distortion types is trained on the LIVE database in this work.
Here, the NSS image feature as in [8] is employed for training
the classifier.

To test the classification accuracy of the trained classifier,
the same train–test split as Section III-B is employed for
training and testing. The classification accuracy is reported
in Table IX for individual distortion and across distortion.
It can be observed that this classifier can identify white noise
very well. For other distortion, the accuracy is acceptable.
In addition, the soft classification strategy is employed, which
computes the probability of each distortion type of an image.
And then, a quality score is computed from each model
specific for each distortion type. The average of these scores
is the final quality score of the image. Fig. 4 illustrates that
the probabilities of each distortion type is judged to other
distortion types. For example, distortion 1 is mistakenly judged
to distortions 2, 3, 4, and 5 with the probabilities of about
0.02, 0.01, 0.02, and 0.13, respectively. Table IX gives the
accuracy of distortion classification using the trained SVM
classifier on the LIVE image database, where the accuracy

TABLE IX

MEDIAN CLASSIFICATION ACCURACY OF CLASSIFIER ACROSS

1000 TRAIN–TEST TRIALS ON THE LIVE IMAGE DATABASE

of more than 80% can be achieved for all distortion types.
Referring to [13], the distortion classification accuracy can
be significantly improved using a multiclass MKL. More
than 90% accuracy was reported in [13] for both individual
distortion and all distortions, as shown in Table IX. In the
proposed MRLIQ, soft classification [8] is employed so that
an image is associated with multiple models by a set of
weighting factors instead of the single one as in [13], which
is particularly beneficial for hybrid distortion.

IV. CONCLUSION

In this paper, we have investigated pairwise rank learning
and multi-task learning for IQA. First, since it is less confusing
to give preference for the two compared images than to rate
them for the subjects, PC is more reliable than image quality
rating for small image quality difference in subjective evalua-
tion. Based on this point, the proposed MRLIQ is superior to
the traditional image-quality-rating-based approaches. Second,
due to the significant difference in the statistics of different
distorted images, each model for each distortion type is more
accurate than the methods without distortion type discrimina-
tion. In addition, multiple models are trained simultaneously
on all the training samples with the consideration of sharing
a common feature and highlighting a specific feature of each
task in MRLIQ, and this enhances the generalization ability
of trained models. All in all, MRLIQ takes a fundamental and
interesting departure from the traditional learning framework
optimized on numerical rating systems and trained models sep-
arately, so a meaningful exploration on the new perspectives
of IQA research is presented.
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